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Auction ’16: American Safari Party
A party with Safaris galore

Saturday, March 5, 2016
Manchester Grand Hyatt, 1 Market St., San Diego, CA

Expanded Auction ’16 includes:

• Friday night ‘Meet the Exhibitors’   - 5:30 p.m., in the SCI Suite at the Hyatt
• Saturday evening, doors open at 4 p.m.
Check out the $1,000 Progressive Drawing Grand Prize!
An incredible ‘Hunter’s Choice American Safari’ donated by SNS Outfitters
& Guides of Wyoming / Jackson Hole Outfitters.
The winner may select one 5-Day, 1x1, 2017 hunt from the following:
• Wyoming Black Bear
• Wyoming Rocky Mountain Elk
• Wyoming Combo Antelope & Mule Deer
• Combo Mule Deer in SE Montana & Whitetail Deer in the Black Hills of Wyoming
Plus, this SCI Chapter Gun of the Year in .300 Win Mag & matching Zeiss 3-15x42 scope!

Total Prize Value: Over $10,000
1 in 40 Chances to Win!
If the winner of this prize decides not to accept it, they will be offered a $5,000 cash alternative
and this hunt and rifle offering will be moved into the Live Auction.
News Flash: The California Department of Fish & Wildlife has awarded our Chapter with
the one and only California Pronghorn Antelope Fundraising Tag to be offered in our Live
Auction along with the winning bidder’s choice of 1 of 20 firearms!
Make your online reservations now: www.sandiegosci.org
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President’s Message
By Jim Conrad, San Diego Chapter President
Are you ready to Party? I certainly hope so because
our Auction ’16 American Safari Party is going to give
you the opportunity and excuse to do just that!
We’re excited to be returning to the Manchester Grand
Hyatt San Diego for this year’s gala fundraising event.
We’ve listened to our patrons and we’re
• bringing back the giant General Drawing drum
with lots of exciting prizes to be drawn,
• expanding the variety of Target Drawing firearms
		 to include the most sought after,
• offering some of highest quality hunts, trips,
sculptures and other prizes of any auction event.

Breaking News!
The San Diego Chapter of SCI has been selected
the winner of the 2015 Safari Club International
“Chapter of the Year by Size (201 Members &
Over) Award”! The selection was based on our
chapter’s demonstrated support of the missions and
programs of SCI/SCI Foundation. We can all take
pride in knowing that our chapter is a shining example
of why our organization is the strongest voice for
hunter advocacy.

So be sure and make your reservations early so you
don’t miss out at http://www.sandiegosci.org.

SCI Membership Deals at Auction ’16
We’re offering some incredible SCI membership deals that will only be available if you take
advantage of them at the Auction ’16 event on March 5, 2016 at the Manchester Grand Hyatt.
New Memberships
1 - Year: $50 (discounted from $90) plus $100 of FREE Drawing Tickets!
3 - Year: $225 plus $300 of FREE Drawing Tickets!
Life: $1,850 plus $500 of FREE Drawing Tickets!
Senior Life: $1,500 plus $500 of FREE Drawing Tickets (60 years and older)!
Membership Renewals & Upgrades
1 - Year: $90 plus $100 of FREE Drawing Tickets! (paper delivery of magazines & newsletters)
1 - Year: $60 plus $100 of FREE Drawing Tickets! (e-delivery of magazines & newsletters)
3 - Year: $225 plus $300 of FREE Drawing Tickets! (paper delivery of magazines & newsletters)
3 - Year: $165 plus $300 of FREE Drawing Tickets! (e-delivery of magazines & newsletters)
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Holiday Dove and Duck Shoot
By Josh Zigman
Since 2007 I have made several trips down to Hermosillo
with Sergio Estrella, owner of Muy Grande Outfitters
to hunt species such as Gould’s Turkey, mule deer,
Coos deer, desert big horn, Javelinas, doves and even
jack rabbits, coyotes, Bobcats and Cotamundi. Sergio
once told me they hunt ducks there too. Looking
for something to do during the Christmas holidays I
asked Sergio Jr. if the duck hunting was any good in
Hermosillo-- of course he said yes and informed me
that the best time to hunt them is in December, which
is just before the ducks start migrating back north.
Last year Hermosillo got over 22 inches of rain water
which replenished the fresh water lakes and in 2012 the
Mexican Government completed the El Novillo Dam
and the Independence Aqueduct which carries water
from the Plutarco Elias Calles reservoir on the Yaqui

river 93 miles to Lake Abelardo I. Rodriguez, which
is just outside of Hermosillo. The Aqueduct had the
effect of greatly expanding waterfowl habitat because
the aqueduct maintains the water level at the lake year
round. I called Jim Conrad and my son Louie to see if
they wanted to head south just after Christmas to do
some bird hunting and both gave me the thumbs up. I
kind of knew Jim would say yes but I was pleasantly
surprised that my son wanted to go. We booked a three
day dove and duck combo hunt with Sergio and booked
round trip flights with Volaris Air out of Tijuana which
ran about $300 per head (the route to Hermosillo
through Arizona runs close to $1,000 per head). Our
flight was scheduled to depart at 6:00 AM so we were
on the road down to Otay Mesa at 4:00 AM to get a
parking spot at the brand-spanking new Airport Bridge.

Continued
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Unfortunately, the long term parking was completely
filled up and the short term parking lot had about two
spots left. On top of that, most of the parking stalls were
mainly suitable for compact cars, not my long bed F-250,
so it took about fifteen minutes to wedge my truck into
that little stall. Next time I will just order up a cabbie,
the cost difference isn’t big enough to matter. The new
bridge however turned out to be a very convenient
feature. For $36 bucks you get a round trip pass over the
bridge to the TJ airport. There was free luggage carts
and no lines (at least not at 5:00 AM). It took about three
minutes to cross the 300 foot bridge and once across we
went through a small customs line and bingo, we were at
the departure gate. We did not bring our own shotguns
as Sergio had plenty of guns. It would be nice to bring
our own guns but as of yet we have not figured out how
to fly out of TJ with guns. If any of you have a solution to
this problem I would like to know. The flight takes about
an hour and because it’s a domestic flight there are no
customs hassles upon arrival into Hermosillo (which you

do have when you fly international through Arizona).
Sergio was waiting at the airport on time and took us
to the Gondara Motel which is a modest motel about a
level above a Motel 6 and just a couple blocks from his
office/restaurant. After lunch and a short nap we loaded
up in Sergio’s truck to get in the evening dove shoot.
Hermosillo is well known for its dove hunting and late
December is a perfect time to hunt them due to the mild
weather. We each shot a case of shells in 2 hours and
killed heaps of morning dove and white wing. After the
shoot we all went back to Sergio’s office for cocktails,
appetizers, dinner and socializing with his other hunters
and guides. By 9:00 we hit the rack to get rested up for
the morning duck hunt.
Sergio picked us up at the hotel at 5:00 am. We drove
about 20 minutes to Lake El Molinito where we met his
dog handler and bird scout, Benjamin. We were outfitted
with waders and 12 gauge shotguns with 2 3/4” #6 shot
loads. We climbed into a little motor boat to put-put
6

always mix the fields up so the dove don’t get wise to
hunters. The hunt basically went as the day before. Each
hunter gets a bird boy whose job it is to point out birds,
feed you shells and tell you what a great shot you are
(they are good fibbers). After the hunt is over the bird
boys pick up all the birds and take them back to Sergio’s
restaurant/office to be cleaned and cooked for appetizers.
The next morning we went to a different lake called
Lake Abelardo I. Rodriguez--the lake that receives the
water from the aqueduct. There were thousands of birds
flying round this beautiful lake including many flocks of
ducks and geese. My son Louie wasn’t feeling good and
decided to stay in bed so Jim and I went by ourselves.
This time we were outfitted with hip waders as the water
blind was only a foot and a half deep. Sergio informed

out to the duck blind which was a big tree in the water
wrapped with chicken wire and bushes for cover and
submerged metal stools for us to sit on. I’ve hunted ducks
before at Whister and Canada but those duck blinds were
on land. This duck blind was in 3.5 foot of cold water
and I must say that it took a few minutes to get used to.
Sergio started calling ducks and in no time the ducks
started coming in. We shot Wiggins, Mallards, Green
Wing Teal, Blue Wing Teal, Buffleheads, Pin Tails and
Black ducks. After 3 solid hours of shooting, the birds
quit flying and we slogged back to dry land. With the
help of Benjamin and his chocolate lab we gathered
up around 42 ducks and headed back to town for lunch
and another nap to get ready for the evening dove shoot
again. The evening hunt was at a different field as they

Continued
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8:30 PM so we had plenty of time to shoot the evening
dove hunt, pack and get to the airport. Once arriving in
TJ we got our bags off the baggage carousel and from
there it literally took 15 minutes to walk across the
bridge and go through US customs. Fortunately no one
had stolen my truck and the ladder I left unprotected in
the bed of the truck was still there.

us that we would be mainly calling in Teal at this spot.
He started calling and sure enough the ducks took notice
and came in fast and low and just at the last second,
when it was too late to turn back, they would pull up and
veer off to the right or left to get away and that’s when
we let loose. The duck hunting was hot for a couple
hours and then it kind of cooled off. I decided to pack up
and head back to the truck. I just got two steps outside
the blind when I saw a group of five teal headed right at
me. I swung around to try and get some shots off but my
feet got stuck in the mud and down I went right into the
water much to the delight of Jim, Sergio and the duck
scout. I was a little embarrassed and miserable with my
wet pants but I was happy they got a good laugh at my
expense. We killed 55 ducks that morning, mostly teal
but some Wiggins and Bufflehead as well.

All and all it was a great 3 day holiday spent with my
son, Jim and my good friends at Muy Grande Outfitters.
The most interesting thing about Hermosillo and Sonora
is the vast diversity of game living in the desert, the
relatively easy access to the region and a pro hunting
government that supports and protects its hunting
resources and encourages hunting tourism. If you need
more information please visit Sergio at his booth at the
San Diego SCI fund raiser on March 5th at the Grand
Hyatt. Hope to see you all there!

The last day of hunting was about the same as the first
two days but we were in a land blind which was a nice
change. Our plane was scheduled to depart back to TJ at
8

Driven Boar Hunts in Romania
By Leif Olson
Admittedly, Romania was not first on my list of
destinations for hunting or even visiting as a tourist.  
However, after my first hunting experience in a land
of rich history and contrasts, I am already planning a
return trip.

in the past.  There are horse drawn wagons hauling
lumber down the road and subsistence farming is the
norm. The countryside is dotted with small houses
and it is common to see cattle being moved down the
center of town to pastures in the morning and returned
to the barn in the evening.

Working for the U.S. Navy in Italy has provided me
with an opportunity to explore Europe not only as
a tourist but also to discover what opportunities for
hunting and fishing are available.  Our very own
chapter member, Hubert Van der Beeck, has arranged
very special access for some of our members to
participate in traditional German hunting and our
auction usually contains hunts in Scotland and Spain.  
The expanding access of European countries to
tourists offers even more opportunities.

Prince Charles of England has purchased a
considerable amount of land here with the goal of
preserving the simple and sustainable lifestyle that
has continued for hundreds of years. The food and
wines are all locally grown and all of our meals were
excellent.
The concession we hunted is very large and contains
a mixture of heavy forest with small sections of
pasture land.  It is entirely free range and is part of
the Carpathian mountain range.  There can be some
steep climbs getting into position for the drives.  Being
entirely free range, there are no guarantees of what
kind of animals will be driven by your particular
stand. As I mentioned earlier, this is the largest
population of Brown bear in Europe and the first drive
brought a sow and two cubs within 50 yards of where
we were standing.  Fortunately, the sow did not see
us and lead her cubs off away from the walkers.  This
would be the first of many encounters with bears and
some as close as 15 yards.  Fortunately there were
no incidents, but if you are interested in Brown bear
clearly this is the place to go.

If you are thinking of hunting in Europe or adding on
a hunt to your next vacation, I hope this information
will help.
There is a surprisingly varied amount of game in
Europe to include just a few: Red Stag, Roe deer,
Brown Bear, Boar, Chamois, wild sheep, several
varieties of Ibex and numerous game birds.  Romania
contains the largest population of Brown bear in
Europe and the density in the Carpathian mountains
rivals that of anywhere in the world.  I can personally
attest to the density as we saw more bear on the game
drives than any other animal and sometimes at very
close distances.  But more on that later.

The guides informed us that the order of animals that
would pass by in a typical drive was bear and fox first,
then deer and last would be the boar.  This proved to
be spot on as every drive contained a mixture of forest
fauna and only served to get the heart beating a little
faster as the sound of leaves crashing drew nearer to
your position.  On one occasion, the sounds of walkers
and dogs stopped on the valley floor beneath our
position.  “The boar has decided to stand and fight”
the Ranger standing next to me spoke.  The walkers
carried only axes and soon shouting and the pops
of firecrackers were heard as the men tried to keep
their dogs safe and move a boar that clearly had no
intentions of running.  Eventually the boar moved but
managed to elude the blockers.  

Hunting in Romania like that in most of Europe is
highly regulated.   We had a game warden or ranger
as they are known with us on every hunt.  All walkers
for the game drives and hunters signed a roster every
day.  You must show proof of completion of a hunter
safety class prior to obtaining a temporary license.  
Depending on the country a copy of a state hunting
license will suffice but make sure that is agreed on
prior to booking any hunt.  It is also a good idea to
keep a copy with you if there are any problems with
paper work.  All of the game taken had blood, teeth
and tissue samples taken for analysis at the national
laboratory.
We hunted with Horia Sabastian of Unforgettable
Hunting based out of Bucharest.  Romania is still in
the process of transitioning from post-Soviet rule to
that of the European Union.  The airport is new and
Bucharest maintains its elegant charm but travel three
hours into the country and you have arrived 100 years

The walkers that hiked and drove game towards
our positions ranged in ages between 16 and 70.  I
always fancied myself as a climber but was quickly
left behind when I volunteered to be a walker for our
party.  I was greeted by laughs and toothy smiles as I
Continued
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gasp for breath trying to make it up the
steep leaf filled mountain sides.  I have
a tremendous admiration for these very
tough and proud people.
After a couple of drives we would break
for lunch. This consisted of throwing a
tarp on the ground and everyone pitching
in something from the local farms. This
included fresh bread, smoked sausages,
cheeses, various sweet onions and
some of the best fresh tomatoes I have
tasted.  After lunch we would pack up
the vehicles and move to another valley
or ridgeline to set up for the next set of
drives.  
The hillsides in November had lost their
autumn colors, but this proved to be
a blessing as the forests are extremely
thick.  We would set up 100 yards apart
and never see the other hunter.  The
crashing of fallen leaves served as our
warning of approaching boar.  With the
forest so thick the shots are less than 50
yards and shooting lanes are very narrow.  
What you are struck with immediately
is not only the size of the boar but the
speed at which they travel.  The boars
taken on this hunt averaged 150 kilos,
approximately 330 lbs, and were only
three-year olds.  Boar taken in the 300
kilo range are not uncommon.
With the shots being so close, most hunters choose
open sights.  There are some low powered scopes and
Red Dots are being used on occasion.  Admittedly,
I had not shot open sights at game since I was a
teenager but after a couple of practice shots the rifle
was on and I knew that any misses would strictly be
operator error.

Boar can be hunted year round, but the favored
season is late fall going into winter as the leaves are
down and tracking can be done more easily in the
snow.  Roe deer season begins in May and lasts until
September.  Roe deer can be hunted on drives but
most hunting is done via spot and stalk on the edges
of forest and farmland.  Red Stag and Chamois are
hunted September through December.

If you plan on using one of the outfitter’s rifles it
would be wise to ask exactly what is available.  On
our hunt rifles ranged from newer CZ bolt actions to
SKS assault rifles.  Regulations for bringing your own
rifle into Europe vary by country, specific airports
and by which airline you chose.  It is best to check
ahead of time.  Romania is very hunter friendly, but
the paper work involved in bringing rifles in and more
importantly returning home can be complicated.

I am looking forward to a return trip in May for Roe
deer and will also investigate fly fishing in Slovenia.
There is a lot Europe has to offer to the outdoor
enthusiast and a trip to experience old world hunting
and traditions can easily be added to your next trip
across the pond.
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A Senior African Hunt
By Wilt & Ingrid Poole Williams
Both Ingrid and I, having hunted
the “’dark continent” a number of
times, wanted to share, expose and
educate our following generations
with a hands-on exposure to what
we have enjoyed. If we as hunters
expect the tradition to be carried on
then we must provide opportunities
for these young people. It is not
going to be learned from text
books.
Not only did we want to take
the grandchildren on a hunt but
we wanted them to experience a
real traditional safari....no TV, no
computers, no swimming pool
and no sleeping in a posh ranch
house! They would eat what they
shot, get up before daylight and be
with the Professional Hunter (PH)
and Trackers all day in the bush,
dining on their game around an open fire each night
complete with hunting stories. I had promised my
oldest grandson, Kyle Williams, just such a hunt for
his college graduation present. Kyle and I have tried
to do an annual hunt together ever since his father’s
passing when he was 12 years old.

One might think it would be a breeze for grandparents
to take their grandchildren into a foreign country
these days for a hunt, but I’ve had less trouble taking
a hunting dog into Canada than all the hoops we went
through with the United States bureaucracy, airlines
and foreign country authorities on this escapade.

Ingrid’s granddaughter, Olivia Poole, age 16, was also
ready for such an adventure. On the other hand, Olivia
had never shot any big game. I had worked with her
in the summer of 2014, shooting the medium rifle, a
7 mm mag, at our ranch but she had never pulled the
trigger on “hair”.

As some had observed this past spring, I had a stack of
paperwork just on gun permits the size of a telephone
book during the two months before we were to leave.
Just before leaving, policies had changed and we did
not need anything extra but it had been a daily drill
that tried one’s patience! Olivia, being under eighteen,
had Ingrid going through a similar drill obtaining
grandmother permission slips for travel to a foreign
land to hunt.

Finding the right P.H., camp and country took some
time searching and interviewing but after the 2013 and
2014 SCI Conventions, Ingrid and I settled on Bruce
Watson Safaris in Zimbabwe hunting exclusively
with Bruce Watson for the 10-day hunt. His camp
was located right on the banks of the Zambez River,
reached only by a 2-hour bush plane ride out of
Harare. As it worked out, we could not have picked a
better P.H. than Bruce for their first trip. Not only was
he a joy to be with, incredible eyes for the game, but
he was like a walking biology teacher in every respect
relating to the fauna and flora.

After all was said and done, the only real hold up
on the trip was trying to get our guns back through
the US Customs in Atlanta upon our return. The
authorities not only wanted the 4857 slips on each
weapon (which we had) but they also wanted to see if
they had ever been entered into the Federal Computer
Bank, which took almost the entire 3-hour layover,
due to their slow computer.
Continued
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Although we had taken one heavy
and one medium rifle plus two
shotguns, Ingrid and I had agreed
that with this being a first time
learning experience for the two
grandchildren, our goal was to
maximize the kids’ opportunities
while on the ground hunting. In
other words, the grandparents were
taking a back seat to the principal
hunters on this trip.
We arrived in camp the first week
of June 2015 on schedule, Olivia
riding in the second seat of the bush plane on the final
leg in from Harare. Bruce was waiting on the dirt
strip to take us into camp. For the next 10 days, it was
a non-stop hunting experience. Croc and hippo could
be observed daily right from our tents. The night
sounds were great and the wild game dinners from the
animals the kids shot-(kudu, wart hog, impala, zebra,
waterbuck, guinea fowl, sand grouse, francolin plus
bream fish)--were all cooked to perfection.

digress for a moment, my hat is off to this teacher for
recognizing his student’s unique opportunity and even
encouraging her to have the ground experience of this
trip. Our youth need more teachers like this!
We both arrived home satisfied that we had
accomplished what we had set out to do. The
grandkids will forever remember hunting with
“MorMor” and “Gramps” in Africa long after we are
gone. We hope we planted the seed for their interest
to continue the tradition that we have so enjoyed
throughout our own lives.

Both kids had wanted to go but neither had been
exposed to something as different as a full-on
African safari. Ingrid and I did not push them to
rack up numbers nor even push
for the kill. But once in the
environment, they both locked
on and were very proficient with
their shooting making one-shot
kills on everything they aimed at.
For anyone who has never been
exposed to this type of experience,
this was a whole new dimension to
a young persons’ life. We had taken
the granddaughter out of school
prior to the end of the semester. Her
biology teacher had foregone the
usual final but instead had given
her instructions for a full report
upon her return of what she saw,
learned and experienced including
pictures. Long story short, she
received an A on her report and
an A for her final grade. But to
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Imperial Valley Goose Hunt
By Steve Turigliatto
I got a call from friend Robert Yakamonis (SCI
Orange Co.) that he had contracted with Danny Moss
for a snow goose hunt in the Imperial Co. Danny met
us at 4:00 am in Westmoreland. Next stop was in a
field next to Sonny Bono NWR, Unit 1 (I had been
there the day before and looking at 40,000 geese
was impressive). Next it was time to put out decoys.
About 15 dozen full bodies, 500 silo socks, and 2
rotaries later, we were done (sure helps with 5 guys).
We donned our white suits and laid back into the
decoys. It wasn’t long after shoot time that we had our
1st flock commit off the unit. Lots of shots, but only
one bird fell. Good way to get the hang of this layout
type shooting. Being this late in the season, the birds
continued to give us looks, but most know where the
boundary is. We kept plugging away until about 11:00
am and ended up with 15 birds. This was a really
great time with great guys. Danny is a 1st class guide
and this was real fun snow goose hunt.
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Pronghorn Project – Update 6
T

he goal of San Diego SCI’s Pronghorn
Project is to re-introduce pronghorn antelope
to their native habitat in Southern California.  
Pronghorns roamed an area in Southeast
California as late as 1942.  They disappeared
from this area during World War II, probably
as a result of the huge training facility
established there to train General Patton’s tank
corps.  We do know that these pronghorns
were either the Sonoran or Peninsular
pronghorn sub-species, both of which are
endangered.
As reported in previous updates, we convened
a Working Group in 2012, including several
conservation groups and State and Federal
agencies.  In 2013, Kevin Clark of the San
Diego Natural History Museum conducted
Wild Peninsular Pronghorn Antelope photo taken by Pete Riger.
a study to find suitable pronghorn habitat in
Southern California.  This study considered
Because these are endangered species, the final decision
several factors (sources of food and water, size of area,
on which sub-species to relocate rests with the Pacific
and lack of human development) and concluded that
Southwest Region of the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
the most desirable area for re-introduction was the
(USFWS).  We recently briefed the USFWS regional
Chuckwalla Bench, East of the Salton Sea in Riverside
managers on our project.  They indicated that they
County.  Our Chapter funded the DNA analysis of 12
would dedicate staff to support the preparation of
archeological pronghorn specimens to determine which
documentation required by the National Environmental
sub-species originally inhabited this area.
Policy Act (NEPA).  Kevin Clark prepared a project
proposal titled “Proposal to Reintroduce Pronghorn
We continued to make progress on the Pronghorn
(Antilocapra americana) to the Chuckwalla Bench” and
Project in 2015.  Mark Jorgensen, the featured speaker
it has been submitted to USFWS to assist them in their
at our July Chapter dinner and retired Superintendant
document preparation.
of the Anza-Borrego Desert State Park, told us of
two other archeological pronghorn specimens held
We are fortunate that both Sonoran and Peninsular
by the Park; these are of particular interest because
pronghorn are available for release.  The Sonoran
they were discovered closer to the Chuckwalla Bench
pronghorn would come from the Arizona Sonoran
than previously analyzed specimens.  We received
Pronghorn Recovery Team, who have a very successful
permission from the Parks Department to extract
breeding program and are releasing animals into
samples from the specimens for DNA analysis.  The
new territories in Arizona.  Because the Peninsular
samples have been delivered to University of Arizona
Pronghorn are a severely endangered species, the Los
and are now being analyzed with funding from our
Angeles Zoo has begun a breeding program in the
Chapter; we expect to receive the results in the next
United States using animals obtained from Mexico.  
few months.  We were also successful in identifying
They are anxious to find an area in the United States to
a student at a Mexican University who was willing to
release animals from their breeding program and the
translate the Mexican Pronghorn Recovery Plan at a
Chuckwalla Bench is their preferred site.
reasonable cost; this document addresses both their
Sonoran and Peninsular Pronghorn populations.  The
San Diego SCI and its members are fully committed
translation was delivered to us and the student did an
to the success of this project and we look forward to
excellent job, both in technical content and the quality
making a significant contribution to the conservation
of the English translation.  The completed document is
of this endangered species.  The progress to date would
being forwarded to the members of the Working Group;
not have been possible without the generous support of
it will be a valuable resource as we proceed with our
our members and we thank you for helping realize our
project.
vision of seeing pronghorns again roam in Southern
California.
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Register Now for Safari Club International’s
Annual Continuing Legal Education Course
Calling all lawyers . . . the wait is over! Registration

Registration is being handled by the State Bar of
Nevada. To register, please use the link below.
http://sbn.peachnewmedia.com/store/seminar/
seminar.php?seminar=51298

for the 2016 annual Wildlife Law Continuing Legal
Education course for lawyers is now open. This year’s
course will include some great new topics, including
presentations on laws related to drones for hunting,
hunter harassment, wildlife management and law
enforcement; the Ringling Brothers’ $25.4 million
legal victory over animal activists; and animals as
named parties in litigation. Of course we are bringing
back some old favorites, including our annual review
of recent wildlife and hunting law cases, a CITES
review, Wildlife Law Jeopardy, and an hour of ethics
instruction featuring an original skit performed by the
“Not Ready for Anything Wildlife Law CLE Acting
Troupe.”

If you have any questions about the course,
please contact
Anna Seidman, SCI Director of Litigation at
aseidman@safariclub.org.
Anna M. Seidman
Director of Litigation
Safari Club International
501 2nd Street NE
Washington, D.C. 20002
202-543-8733 (tel)
202-543-1205 (fax)
aseidman@safariclub.org

Current Issues in Domestic and International
Wildlife and Hunting Law – 2016 will be held on
Friday, February 5, 2016, from 1:00 – 5:15 P.M. at
the Mandalay Bay Convention Center in Las Vegas,
Nevada. This is a four hour CLE course, including one
hour of ethics instruction. The fee of $289.00 includes
the cost of the course and materials, a refreshment
break, and same-day, half-day attendance at the SCI
Annual Hunters’ Convention. (Note: Your registration
for the SCI Convention does not include payment
for attendance at the Wildlife Law CLE Course.
Registration for the course must be arranged separately.)

“Nothing in the world can take the place of
persistence. Talent will not; nothing is more common
than unsuccessful men with talent. Genius will not;
unrewarded genius is almost a proverb. Education will
not; the world is full of educated derelicts. Persistence
and determination alone are omnipotent. The slogan
‘Press On’ has solved and always will solve the
problems of the human race.”
				— Calvin Coolidge

Membership in SCI is not a requirement for attendance.
If you are or know an attorney who would like to
fulfill his or her CLE requirements by learning about
the latest issues in hunting, conservation, firearms and
importation law, this is the place to get it all! For all
attorneys who need CLE credit from states other than
Nevada, SCI will work with your state bar to obtain
CLE accreditation.
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December Christmas Party
at Josh and Mara Zigmans’ Home

he holidays were celebrated at the home of
Josh and Mara Zigman on December 5th, 2015.
Attendees enjoyed excellent cuisine and libations
in the setting of the beautifully decorated home
and the magnificent trophy and art displays. It
was a terrific event and a great opportunity to
meet with old and new friends!

Paul Loska was the lucky winner of the drawing!
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Continued
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Save the Date

Saturday, March 5, 2016

Manchester Grand Hyatt, 1 Market St., San Diego, CA

“American Safari Party”
A party with Safaris galore

Expanded Auction ’16 includes:
Friday night ‘Meet the Exhibitors’
5:30 p.m., in the SCI Suite at the Hyatt

Saturday evening, doors open at 4 p.m.
Check out the $1,000 Progressive Drawing Grand Prize
Offering a choice of four hunts for Bear, Elk, Antelope, or Deer and a
Kimber.300 Winchester Mag., with Zeiss Scope
News Flash: CDFW has awarded our Chapter with the one and only
California Pronghorn Antelope Fundraising Tag for Zones 1-6 to be
offered in our Live Auction along with the winning bidder’s choice of
1 of 20 firearms!

The Ultimate Event for Sportsmen
Make your online reservations now: www.sandiegosci.org
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$1,000 Progressive Drawing Prize
An incredible ‘Hunter’s Choice American Safari’ that is a generous 100%
donation by SNS Outfitters & Guides / Jackson Hole Outfitters.
The winner may select one 5-Day, 1x1, 2017 hunt from the following:

•
		•
		•
		•
		

Wyoming Black Bear
Wyoming Rocky Mountain Elk
Wyoming Combo Antelope & Mule Deer
Combo Mule Deer in SE Montana & Whitetail Deer in the Black Hills of Wyoming

Included is a $1,000 gift certificate from Animal Crafts Taxidermy – Mike Barry!
Plus, this SCI Chapter Gun of the Year!

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

					 .300 WIN. MAG.
					 matching Zeiss conquest HD5 scope, 3-15x42/RAPID-Z 800 Reticle
					 matching Talley rings & bases
					 SCI logo engraved on trigger guard
					 match grade stainless steel barrel, fluted
					 muzzle brake, wrench, cable lock, thread protector
					 three position safety
					 single stage adjustable trigger set at 3.5 pounds
			 Total Prize Value: Over $10,000		
1 in 40 Chances to Win!
If the winner of this prize decides not to accept it, they will be offered a $5,000 cash 		
alternative and this hunt and rifle offering will be moved into the Live Auction.
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NWTF San Diego Chapter 2016 Event Calendar
NWTF, founded in 1973, is a non-profit conservation and educational organization dedicated to
conserving wild turkeys and other game animals and preserving hunting traditions.
•

Jan. 26th

NWTF S.D. Chapter Meeting – Members & Guests

•
•
•

Feb. 13th
Feb. 20th
Feb. 23rd

San Diego Junior Pheasant Hunt – NWTF Booth
Spring Turkey Tune Up – Informative Event, Raffles and Hunt Drawing
NWTF S.D. Chapter Meeting – Members & Guests

•
•
•

Youth Mentored Turkey Hunt - NWTF & SCI Sponsored - Seminar / Hunt Drawing
Mar. 5th
Mar. 19th- 20th Youth Mentored Turkey Hunt - NWTF & SCI Sponsored – Hunt
Mar. 22nd
NWTF S.D. Chapter Meeting – Members & Guests

•

Apr. 26th

NWTF S.D. Chapter Meeting – Members & Guests

•
•
•

May 17th
May 14th
May 24th

S.D. Chapter Meeting – Members & Guests
NWTF San Diego Chapter Banquet
NWTF S.D. Chapter Meeting – Members & Guests

•
•

Jun. 21st
Jun. 28th

Jakes Day at the Range - Juniors Acquiring Knowledge, Ethics and Sportsmanship
NWTF S.D. Chapter Meeting – Members & Guests

•

Jul. 26th

NWTF S.D. Chapter Meeting – Members & Guests

•
•

Aug. 20th
Aug. 23rd

WITO Event – Women in the Outdoors – Women’s only event.
NWTF S.D. Chapter Meeting – Members & Guests

•

Sept. 27th

NWTF S.D. Chapter Meeting – Members & Guests

•
•

Oct. 8th & 9th Crossroads of the West Gun Show – NWTF Booth
Oct. 25th
NWTF S.D. Chapter Meeting – Members & Guests

•

Nov. 22nd

S.D. Chapter Meeting – Members & Guests

•

Dec. TBD

NWTF S.D. Chapter - Christmas Dinner Party

NOTE: Locations, dates, times and event flyers will be posted and updated on the calendar on the
NWTF San Diego Chapter website at http://www.sandiegoturkey.com/ and on Facebook at
https://www.facebook.com/NWTFSD
National Wild Turkey Federation – San Diego Chapter – P.O. Box 1395, Ramona, CA 92065
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Lowest prices for international travel
Includes evacuation and
medical coverage
Trip cancellation plans
available

Lowest prices for USA and
international travel
Includes evacuation and
medical coverage
Trip cancellation plans
available

APPLY FOR ANY PLAN
OR VIEW BENEFITS
ONLINE AT:
SAFARIGLOBALTRAVEL.COM

SAFARI
GLOBAL
TRAVEL
Email: info@drinsure.com
Dawson & Associates
Bob Dawson

Evacuation Only Travel Plans
USA and International Plans

Evacuation Only Travel Plans
USA and International Plans
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Safari Club Life Member

Phone (619) 460-5615

Please Patronize Our Fine Sponsors
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A LASKA PENINSULA BROWN BEAR HUNTS

I

UNIT 9E

guide only one or two bear hunters
per season. Each hunter is guided by me
personally. Hunts are conducted out of
rustic cabins located in my hunting unit.
I take pride in providing my hunters
with a personalized experience.
I’m happy to provide references.
Please feel free to call me for details
Mark Wagner / Boot Bay Guide Service

Taken May 2012 by Eli M. of Tacoma Washington

Registered Guide License #1222

Phone (907) 617- 0507 • E-mail: Mark@bootbayg uideservice.com
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DAWSON & ASSOCIATES INSURANCE SERVICES

SINCE 1977

Business Owners, Workers Comp, Liability,
Health, Life, Commercial Marine, Medicare

Direct Phone: 619.990.3068
Office: 619.460.5615
Fax: 619.460.5628
5000 Thorne Drive, Suite A
La Mesa, CA 91942

Bob Dawson

CA. License 0540346

Email: info@drinsure.com
Website: www.DRinsuranceCenter.com

Beard Hobbs & Associates
Beard Hobbs, Esq.
Construction Litigation/Business Collections

1014 Broadway, Suite A
El Cajon, CA 92021

San Diego (619) 221-8500
2838 Garrison St.
Los Angeles (Direct Line) (213) 625-1421

beardhobbs@cox.net
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Office: 619-201-8467
Fax:
619-749-0656

www.contractorjustice.com

Please Patronize Our Fine Sponsors

LYONS & O’HAVER, INC.
MASTER TAXIDERMIST
OVER 50 YEARS FAMILY OWNED & OPERATED

8180 PARKWAY DR.
LA MESA, CA 91942

(619) 697-3217
(619) 463-1053 FAX
www.lyonsandohaver.com
lyonsandohaver@sbcglobal.net

Trophy Times advertising space
now available
Business card size ad: $75 per year
Quarter page size ad: $135 per year
Half page size ad: $250 per year
For further information, please contact Newsletter Editor
e-mail: newsletter@sandiegosci.org
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Support those who support us!
Our advertisers help us publish this newsletter for you by deferring some of the cost.
Be sure give them your business and take a moment to say
“Thanks for your support.”

• Beard Hobbs - Attorney at Law

• Mark Wagner /
Boot Bay Guide Service

• Chipitani Safari Company

• Master Liens

• Dawson & Associates Insurance
Safari Global Travel

• National Wild Turkey Federation

• Diamond Environmental Services

• Paul Loska, Land Surveying

• Ervin S. Wheeler, M.D., F.C.A.S.

• Project 2000 Shooting Range

• Featherstone Drywall

• Sage Point Financial

• Fisherman’s Landing

• SNS Outfitter & Guides

• Gateway North Outfitters

• Tuffpak by Nalpak

• Glenn D. Mitchel Realtors

• Wintershoek Safaris

• John Latham - Master Guide

• Zigman - Shields

• Lyons & O’Haver Taxidermists

WANTED

HUNTING STORIES, ARTICLES, PHOTOGRAPHS
The Trophy Times welcomes stories and reports of your outdoor tales of adventure in the areas of
hunting, ﬁshing, shooting, conservation and related subjects. Share these articles and stories with other
members of the San Diego Chapter and have the satisfaction of seeing your article in print.
Please e-mail your stories and photographs to the Trophy Times Editor at
newsletter@sandiegosci.org or mail to San Diego Chapter SCI, PO Box 600155, San Diego, CA 92160.
You do not need to include an article or story to submit a photograph
to be considered for the front page of the next newsletter.
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Bulletin Board
Are you looking for a hunting partner, information about a specific animal,
hunting locations, firearms questions, or other sports-related subjects?
Chapter members have the opportunity to post
non-commercial items in the newsletter.
Contact the Trophy Times editor, newsletter@sandiegosci.org for information.

S

Membership Report

ince our very successful Auction ’15 event, ten new members have joined the Chapter. Eight of
these joined at our two summer dinner meetings, which have also proven to be productive venues for
generating new memberships. We welcome all of the new SCI members to the San Diego chapter of
SCI!
								Respectfully submitted,
Jack Hawley, Membership Chair

San Diego SCI Book Review
BACKTRACKING GRANDFATHER an autobiography covering some seventy years of hunting
experiences and the history of these times by Wilt Williams. Published 2014; hard cover, signed.
FISH OR CUT BAIT “the remarkable life and sport fishing legacy of Captain Bill Poole”
by Chuck Garrison.
Both of these books are about local members and are well written and interesting.
The books are free and can be ordered by contacting Ingrid Poole-Williams at 619-222-1334.
Donation instructions are sent with each book, should the reader care to make a tax deductible
contribution, after reading that will benefit youth in the field or Chapter conservation projects.

If you would like to receive only an electronic copy of Trophy Times, please go to
the Chapter website www.sandiegosci.org. Click on “Visit our Newsletter Page.”
Click on “Subscribe to E-Newsletters,” enter your email address, and click on
“Subscribe,” to receive the newsletter electronically. This will enable us to reduce
our Trophy Times printing and mailing costs.
Are you missing the information that comes from SCI through their
“Crosshairs Newsletter”? Crosshairs is published with a California Edition
containing pertinent information for our state.
You can subscribe by sending an email to: crosshairs@safariclub.org.
Copyright ©2015 San Diego Chapter Safari Club International, all rights reserved. No part of this publication may be reproduced
or incorporated into any information retrieval system without written permission of the publisher. For permission, contact the editor.
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Sables Committee, San Diego Chapter, SCI
APPLICATION FOR MEMBERSHIP
NAME ___________________________________________________________________________
(first)

(last)

(spouse)

ADDRESS _______________________________________________________________________
(number and street or P.O. Box)

_________________________________________________________________________________
(city)

(state)

_______________________________________
Home phone with area code

_____________________________
Occupation

(zip)

________________________________________
Cell phone with area code

_________________________ ________________________
Company name

E-Mail

Your Signature _______________________________________ Date_______________________

Sables 1-Year Membership $35 special
3-Year Membership $75
PLEASE MAIL TO:
SAN DIEGO SABLES COMMITTEE
P.O.Box 600155
San Diego, CA 92160
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SAN DIEGO CHAPTER SAFARI CLUB INTERNATIONAL
www.sandiegosci.org
APPLICATION FOR MEMBERSHIP
NAME _____________________________________________________________________________________________________________
(first)
(middle)
(last)
(spouse)
PHONES_________________________________
_________________________________
___________________________________
Home — include area code
Business — include area code
Cell — include area code
___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Please complete the mailing address and email information as this is where you will receive Chapter and SCI correspondence.
If at all possible, we would like to utilize your email address for this purpose.
EMAIL ADDRESS________________________________________ OCCUPATION_______________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
MAILING ADDRESS
STREET________________________________________________ MAILING P.O.B______________________________________________
CITY___________________________________________________ STATE_____________________________ ZIP_____________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
MEMBERSHIP DUES - PLEASE CHECK THE APPROPRIATE BOX

❑
❑
❑
❑

1 YEAR

$65 National SCI dues & $25 San Diego Chapter dues - $90

3 YEARS $150 National SCI dues & $75 San Diego Chapter dues - $225
SCI LIFE

$1,500 National SCI Life dues, 60 and under

SCI SENIOR LIFE

$1,250, 60 and over

YOU MUST BE AN SCI LIFE MEMBER IN ORDER TO BECOME A CHAPTER LIFE MEMBER

❑ UNDER 60 CHAPTER LIFE - $350
❑ OVER 60 CHAPTER LIFE - $250
___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Enclose check for $________________________________or go online at www.sandiegosci.org to use PAYPAL.
________________________________________________________
_________________________________
(APPLICANT’S SIGNATURE)
(DATE OF APPLICATION)
___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

PLEASE MAIL TO: San Diego Chapter SCI

• P.O. Box 600155 • San Diego, CA 92160

